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December 3, 3008 

 

CJ, 

 

Good to hear from you after all this time; whatever physical ailments you may 

be suffering from there is obviously nothing wrong with your mental faculties. I 

can't say the same for Gable because he has as good as accused you of a murder 

that never happened. I've lost count of the number of times I've exposed this 

particular lie; recently I E-mailed the Jewish Chronicle in connection with it, but 

as I'm sure you know, these people simply don't care.  

 

I have attached my correspondence with the St Pancras Coroner.  You may not 

have seen this but it is on my SearchlightArchive website which can be found at 

http://www.searchlightarchive.com/ 

 

I agree whole-heartedly that you should bring a summons for criminal libel in 

the first instance. If only on cost grounds! I don't think you will get it, but the 

application will certainly generate unfavourable publicity for Gable, and I have 

no doubt that the court will take an extremely dim view of the article in view of 

Jordan v Ludmer & Searchlight.  More so than last time in fact because this is a 

libel that has been repeated. Furthermore, in the wake of recent outrages by so-

called Islamic fanatics, including the murder of Jews in India, who’s to say that 

some Jewish extremist might not target you after reading these lies and perhaps 

assault you or even worse on the pretext of righting a decades old injustice 

reasoning that a Nazi who has got away with murder is fair game? 

 

Leaving that aside, the constant repetition of this claim concerning the Mesifta 

fire exposes Gable for what he is, a cynical exploiter of Jewish suffering - real 

and imagined.  

 

Yours Sincerely, 

A Baron 


